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David's last glimpse of the command post was that of when the door
opened briefly and sent a spear of light into the total darkness into which they
had been thrust. One of the guards stood silhouetted for a moment. His arm
rose and David flinched, expecting a blast from the automatic rifle the guard
had been carrying. Something sailed through the air toward them and
instinctively, David reached out to catch it. It was a pure reflex action - it
could have been a grenade or some other lethal projectile, instead it proved
to be a torch. The door slammed shut before he had a chance to speak or to
thank the guard for his compassion.
June lay at his feet in the dead faint into which she had fallen. He
flicked the thin beam of the torch at her and was relieved to find she was still
breathing. He played the light around and found that they were in one of the
interminable glazed tunnels that formed part of the station complex. There
was little damage.
He looked back at the closed door, there was no handle or lock to their
side and he knew that it would be futile to try to hammer on it - they would not
be granted access. The other way was the only way. He knelt beside his
cousin and shook her but there was no response. She was breathing in a
very shallow way. It frightened him, perhaps she was injured when she had
fallen or earlier, during the melee of overwhelming the guards. He shook her
gently and then more roughly and then, as his panic increased, he slapped
her face harder than he ought. It was to no avail, there was no response, not
even a moan of pain at his rough treatment. He debated the situation. He
could leave her where she lay or he could carry her, or they could stay within
the diminishing power of the torch until it faded to nothing, or until she
regained her senses.
David was not over endowed with courage. The thought of sitting in
the dark did not appeal to him, neither did the thought of being alone and
leaving June behind. His motives were totally selfish when he elected to lift
her over his shoulder and follow the passage away from the door. He was
guided by the thin, yellow beam of the torch. He reminded himself that the
unpredictable Councilman might have a change of heart and send his troops
after them -
‹which ever was the way of it, the future was bleak - the Councilman and his
mania behind them and the nuclear fires and radiation ahead of them. It
would have been nice to be able to push the responsibility on to other
shoulders, but the only candidate was over his shoulder - and senseless.
The passage was long and straight and emerged abruptly on to one of
the platforms of the station. There had been a few doors on the way. They
were all open and none were closed after them. He paused as he entered the
platform level and eased June down to the cold stone floor. He was sweating
with exertion and needed to recover his breath. He flashed the torch around.
It was hard to tell whether this was the same platform to which they had
stumbled from the other station. He read the name again on the inlaid tiles,
"JACOB'S BAY".
He was disoriented, not sure of which end of the platform pointed to
the city. He tried to remember the next station along, away from the city. He
left June slumped against the wall and searched the platform walls for a



system guide and for some indication of which way the trains had once run.
The system guide was easy enough to find and that told him the name of the
next station - "PRINGLE'S HEAD". He remembered it, it had been a pretty
little place, with a promontory jutting out into the sea. Between the two
stations, the line had emerged close to the shore.
He walked to the one end of the platform and tried to reason out the
right way to go. On the way back, his head nearly collided with a dislodged
indicator sign, swinging on one of the two bolts that had held it to a bracket. It
showed train destinations and gave him the clue he needed.
June was still where he had left her, once again he shook her and
slapped her face, this time however, a little more gently. She made no
response. He picked her up again and walked to the end of the platform
where the automatic signal lights were set. He was reasonably confident that
he had picked the right direction. From here, the trains would have wound
their way through the remaining stretch of tunnel, before emerging into the
open.
It was impossible to tell how long he walked through the interminable
tunnel. The light from the torch was a faint glimmer. June was a ton weight on
his left shoulder. He was a young man and had prized himself on his fitness
and physique, perhaps devoting too much attention to that rather than to his
spiritual health, but he was totally spent before the light finally flickered out.
The tunnel was clammy cold and he shivered. His clothes were in tatters and
his body heat dropping as exhaustion claimed him. He wondered if the
shivering was the first signs of radiation sickness and also wondered, as he
sat against the tunnel wall, what had prompted him to try to come to the
surface in the first place. Underground there was some protection - but that
was also the domain of the Councilman.
In the darkness, he felt June's pulse. It was rapid, almost fluttering. It
frightened him enough to pick her up once again and to stumble on in the
darkness. The tunnel had described a series of twists and turns and it had
also climbed upward quiet steeply. It had given him hope that they were soon
to emerge from the blackness of the tunnel system - at the same time, he
feared what he might find when they did come into the light.
The rest of the journey was mercifully short, after a few more twists
and turns, where he had to feel his way along the walls, there appeared a
grey opaqueness, like a disk in the gloom. At first, his thought his eyes were
playing him tricks and then, as hope surged, he quickened his pace, not
caring how much he stumbled or wounded himself against the rough walls.
Part of the tunnel entrance had collapsed but there was enough room
to get through on to the tumbled stones and soil that had fallen from the
surrounding walls of the cutting. At first, he thought that it was dusk. The light
was almost gone. He hastened to walk up out of the cutting. Abruptly it ended
and he stopped dead, looking out over a sullen, black sea.
The clouds above them were dense and stretched to every horizon.
Great billowing masses that surged and writhed as if they were alive. In the
direction that he presumed the city to be, they mirrored the fires that still
raged below but which were hidden from them by the bulk of the hills through
which the tunnel had been cut.
It was cold and bleak but the expected violent blizzard had not yet
eventuated. Perhaps the nuclear winter had been an invention of over fertile
imaginations - or perhaps it had not yet had the time to develop. The air was
very still, as if it was resting from the violence that had followed the nuclear



blasts.
One part of his brain told David to seek shelter. He and the
unconscious woman he still carried, were exposed to potentially lethal doses
of radiation. Every moment they remained exposed to the silent fall of
invisible debris, lessened their chances of avoiding blood cancer. In all
likelihood, it was already to late - already they would be genetically damaged
or would have inherited into their bone marrow the seeds of their ultimate
death.
He was weary from carrying the woman, he set her down against the
wall of the cutting and contemplated her soberly. The situation had to
change, he couldn't be expected to carry her around indefinitely in her
unconscious condition. He felt helpless, unable to think of a way of reviving
her. It was as if the loss of Darren and the trauma of screaming for him during
their eviction from the domain of the Councilman, had damaged her mentally
beyond repair. As if she had retreated within the unconscious state to avoid
acknowledging that her son was gone from her forever, despite all the efforts
she had made to keep him with her.
David looked out over the sea, he had not been wrong when he had
told her that the First Resurrection would be the occasion of separation and
of the pursuit of different destinies. The Laws of God applied even in this and
there was no variation to satisfy the desire of one for the other. It grieved
David to think that they would not see Darren again. He was genuinely fond
of him but he knew that all the efforts June had made, could not have been
allowed to contradict the Will of God.
So, what now was the Will of God with regard to themselves? As if in
response to his unuttered question, June moaned and stirred. David knelt
beside her and took her hand. He brushed some dirt from her face, his touch
roused her to consciousness. She stared into his face, trying to focus and
then looked around wildly. He gripped her harder.
"I'm sorry June - Darren isn't here - remember - the Councilman? -"
She didn't burst into tears or scream abuse at him for his failure. She
stared into his face without speaking.
"I could do nothing, June!"
Her expression was unreadable.
"Where are we?"
"On the surface - near Pringle's Head."
"It's cold!"
She shivered.
"It's the cloud - "
They looked out over the sea, it was empty. In normal times the
shipping lanes would have been busy with commercial traffic using the city
port. The cloud was very low over Pringle head. It was a high promontory with
sheer cliffs rising directly from a tumble of rocks that had fallen from the face.
A low roll of waves washed against them, breaking into foam. Even that
action seemed dispirited. To the other side of Jacob's Bay, the coast
stretched away less dramatically and around the curve in the coastline, lay
the devastated city. June turned her eyes inland. Rolling hills flanked the bay
but they were beyond recognition. At the crest, where there had once been
dense woodlands, was nothing but smouldering stumps of trees that had
already sent their quota of ash and smoke into the cloud above them. Once
there had been a few houses - elite places for the rich - these were
unidentifiable amidst the rest of the shattered landscape.



"We are going to die," she said quietly.
David said nothing, it was useless to deny the fact.
"A few hours and we will begin to feel the effects. When that happens,
I won't wait until it kills me. I see no point in prolonging the agony - "
In other times he would have argued and would have told her that she
had no right to contemplate ending the life she had been given and she had
to wait for God to declare the time of her end. These were not other times -
and he could not dictate the adherence to that doctrine, so he followed her,
accepting her leadership, when eventually she felt strong enough to set out
along the road leading to the high promontory. They were alone, two figures
against a sombre grey sky and the flickering reflection of hellish fires.
The road climbed steeply away from the side of the railway line which
plunged beneath the ground again, after its brief visit to the open air. The
township of Pringle's Head lay to the other side of the promontory. They were
moving slowly but before long they came to a junction that led down to it, this
was ignored by June, who turned instead into the lane that led out to the tip
of the Head. As they climbed steadily, it seemed as if the cloud reached down
to them to smother them with its legal cargo. David found himself crouching
instinctively, trying to avoid tendrils of vapour that hung below its mass. Logic
told him that it didn't matter, that already they were hopelessly irradiated with
particles that decayed to release radiation. Instinct told him to preserve his
life at any cost and avoid contact with the obvious sources of radiation.
It was about two kilometres out to the point of the cape. Perched right
at the tip, was a lighthouse. It couldn't be seen in the gloomy light. They were
on the crest of the hill, with both flanks falling away to the edge of the high
cliffs that plunged down to the ocean. The crest narrowed as they almost ran
along its length. June developed a pace that left her companion breathless.
He became resentful - conscious that he was being exposed as the weaker
one of the two and trying to salvage something of his pride in the thought that
he had carried her for miles below the surface of the earth, to the point of his
own exhaustion.
When the lighthouse did emerge from the murk of mist that now could
not be avoided, they saw that its upper parts were shattered by the blast
waves from the city. The lower stump still stood, surrounded by masonry that
had fallen. Useless statistics came from somewhere in the back of David's
mind. It had been a high lighthouse shedding a beam for fifty kilometres, now
all that remained was a stump that comprised no more that three of the lower
levels. It soon became clear that they were not alone.
June stopped abruptly at the sound that emerged from the building. It
sounded like an animal, a rasping, hoarse snarl of warning. They looked at
each other and then around for something they could use as a defence
against whatever might emerge and attack them. There was nothing except
large stones and these were inadequate for the purpose, nevertheless, they
took a sizeable chunk in each hand and waited. The sound persisted but
nothing emerged. They moved forward cautiously and approached an
opening. The door that had once blocked it, lay shattered nearby. They
exchanged the rocks for broken beams and paused at the entrance. The cry
was repeated - and then they realised that it was human - a cry for help.
June went first, not waiting for her hesitant cousin to take the initiative.
It was dark inside and took a little time for her eyes to become adjusted. Part
of the ceiling had fallen, breaking furniture. Small windows were shattered
‹and glass lay on the ground. A stair spiralled off to one side upward but



partly blocked. The sound had stopped and June was conscious of being
watched and sensed fear. She heard a shuddering breath and turned towards
it. A pile of rags stirred in the corner and the rasping moan sounded again.
"For the love of God, help me!
The human being that lay under the rags could hardly be described as
such. It was hard to tell whether it was male or female. One glance was
enough to tell that it was close to death. They had nothing with which to help
it - not
‹even to the extent of giving a drink of water. Everything around them was
broken, smashed down by the collapse of the ceiling. They tried to lift the
figure to cradle it but the shriek of pain caused them to jump back. The figure
moaned and cried for a few moments and then was silent and still. David
drew a shuddering breath.
"That was a mercy - I hope we never come to that - "
"I never will, David - I've told you what I will do!"
He didn't answer, instead -
"This place could give us shelter - "
"For how long - and against the radiation? What would we do with -
that - "
She pointed to the still figure.
"Bury it?"
"In solid rock?"
They searched around the room and then ventured up the spiral stair
to the chamber above - that also, was reasonably intact. Windows were
shattered and doors had been blown from their hinges, but the structure was
sound. Above that chamber was wreckage. The stair was totally blocked, so
they retreated to the ground floor. They found that the stair continued
downward into a cellar. June groped around in the dim light coming from a
grating. They would not starve for a few days, maybe longer, for this had
been the storeroom for the lighthouse.
"Is this the provision in the wilderness for us?" she asked, half to
herself."Are we even part of the Woman?" Her cousin responded.
June's response was bitter
"If we are not - then why was I separated from my son?"
They carried the body to the top of the cliff and cast it over into the
waves below. It was the most simple and effective way of disposal and then
they tried to put the lower room into some sort of order, there to wait for
whatever else was in store. It was not long in coming and it came in the form
of a trickle of figures who followed the same pathway that they had taken
from the main road. They came with their last strength, most of them
hideously injured by the searing blast of the nuclear warheads. David
reflected in his horror, that they would have been on the fringe of the blast
area. They could have been considered as the lucky survivors.
Because they were forced to do so, June and David found themselves
cast in the roll of nurses to try to ease the agony. There was little they could
do. The full impact of the scriptural words came home to them in the cries of
the maimed.
'And the fifth angel poured out his vial upon the seat of the beast and
his kingdom was full of darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for pain.
And blasphemed the God of heaven because of their pains and their sores,
and repented not of their deeds'
There was a steady procession to the cliff top, for there was nothing



they could do to help the stream of living corpses who came to them. They
soon learned not to try to feed them, for whatever they took by mouth was
vomited out as soon as it was swallowed.
Day followed endless day and June and David could only snatch fitful
periods of sleep that were soon interrupted by the shrieks of those who had
crawled to them, or by the arrival of others who had struggled from the distant
city. It was hard to determine how they knew there was some hope of help for
them, for those that came remained or were cast over the cliff. Some instinct
drew the survivors to the lighthouse, but their hopes were doomed before
they arrived. At last, there were no new arrivals and those who remained
soon followed their companions to the ocean grave. June leaned against the
splintered doorpost and brushed the hair slowly from her eyes. David joined
her, by now bearded and filthy.
"I wonder why we cannot die, David?"
David's answer was from a long way within, it came slowly.
"And in those days shall man seek death, and shall not find it; and
shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them"
June was quiet for a moment and when she spoke her voice was little
more than a whisper.
"Do you desire death, David? Are you willing to put an end to all this?"
He let her take his hand and lead him along the familiar walk to the cliff
top. They stood together and looked down into the turbulent ocean below.
The last corpse had been thrown down a few minutes earlier but there was no
sign of the body. The ocean, that looked so deceptively clean, had washed it
away.
"It's a clean way, David - what is there left? I know I shall never see my
son again. I don't want to carry on. I don't want another succession of near
dead coming here to us so that we can watch them die and then put them
down there!"
She sounded so certain, David moved back uncertainly but she held
his hand fast.
"Frightened, David? You always were the spoilt child!"
He dragged her back roughly, spinning her round to face him.
"I'm not a child any longer, June! I'm a grown man and I’m not ready to
throw my life away, even if you want to - I happen to believe that we would
not be allowed to do it!"
He glared into her face and she narrowed her eyes as if trying to
focus.
"You believe God would stop us? Why should He? We are nothing -
rejects - failures!"
Her voice rose to a scream in the wind. He jerked his hand away from
her and did nothing as she darted to the cliff edge, except to say:
"Do you want to tempt God, June? Death will flee from you!"
She drew back from the edge and turned to look out over the water.
David saw her shoulders heaving and he drew her back against him.
"Don't you see - we have to wait. God is calling the shots. We have
nothing to say - each step is planned for us and you can do nothing to alter
that. So far, He has led us, protected us, sustained us - be patient!"
She wept uncontrollably, it was the first outpouring of emotion since
they wild screaming in the passages before they had been evicted from the
Councilman's domain. It had been a long time coming and he didn't try to stop
her.



The wind was increasing and there were flecks of snow in it. He
propelled her to the shelter and by the time they reached it, it was a struggle
to keep their feet. The temperature plummeted and the snow flurries
increased as they re-entered the shattered lighthouse. As best they could,
they blocked out the windows but constantly, the material they used was torn
away and the shrieking gale blasted through the openings. The storm
continued for four days before the wind subsided to a whisper. There was no
visible increase of daylight, if anything it seemed even more gloomy than
before. It was towards evening when they could once again go out. The
silhouette of the sun was dropping rapidly and behind them, from the other
horizon an obscured moon rose.
"And the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became
as blood"
David's voice was a whisper in the almost still air. The wind had
dropped away to nothing at ground level but in the upper air was turbulence
that distorted the shape of the setting sun behind the never ending cloud and
the blood red rising moon. They walked to the very end of the promontory,
with the darkening sea ahead of them and to both sides and then in the
gathering darkness, they thought they saw something. It took a few moments
before they were sure. Something was making its way past the headland into
Jacob's Bay below them. Something that was rising from the sea like a great
beast shaking itself.
There were seven of them, travelling on the surface very slowly. Seven
submarines from which had come the death that had rained on their city. One
was clearly damaged and David assumed that the others had slowed down to
escort it. No doubt they hoped to effect repairs. Antennae sprouted out
of the conning towers. On the conning towers, clearly marked, was the
insignia of the country to which they belonged.
'And saw a beast rise up out of the sea having seven heads and ten
horns and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of
blasphemy'
 


